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CrossFit is about exposing people's weaknesses —and for many people, that weakness is one or more of the gym exercises found in the sport. You don't have to look far to find gym exercises in CrossFit. They are in all types of WOD and regularly appear during crossfit open. What moves are we talking about? Basic gym exercises like pull-up, handstand hold, L-sit and even
push-ups are some of the basic exercises in CrossFit. Advanced gym exercises like muscle-up, handstand push-up, handstand walk parade the best CrossFit athletes from the package. If you aspire to be good at this sport, you have to emphasize gymnastics in your crossFit training. Here's how to add more gymnastics to your workout as well as some gym WODs to help you get
started. What is a Gymnastics WOD? A gym WOD is a CrossFit-style workout that is built primarily around gym moves like pull-ups, push-ups, hand helds or muscle-ups. As the emphasis is on good technique and running, gym wods are less likely to incorporate heavy compound exercises like deadlift or squat. A well-programmed workout will include appropriate progressions
(finding yourself where you are in terms of skill) and plenty of rest between efforts. Unlike weights, failure is not always the key to improving in gym exercises – in fact, it can be harmful. CrossFit Gymnastics WOD Benefits Gymnasticexercises benefit you in ways that few other things can. Here are some things you'll earn by adding them to your training: Core Stabilization – Any
gym exercise will force your core to stabilize and maintain a tight position all the time. Spatial Awareness- Gymnastics teaches your body to move through space efficiently. For example, a perfectly accomplished kipping pull-up teaches your body to perform a pull-up with as little energy as possible. Go- It's not the same strength you gain with a bell, but you're going to get strong
anyway. Just watch some Olympic gymnastics athletes on YouTube if you don't believe it. Mobility – Unlike bell compound movements that can make you rigid, gymnastics can really help mobilize your tissues and help you develop a better range of motion in your main joints. The Gymnastics Schedule In your CrossFit Training is built on nine fundamental movements, none of
which are gym exercises. However, at all levels of the sport, you will find gymnastics. Treat these exercises with equal importance to any strength or conditioning related to your schedule. If you want to be a competitive CrossFitter, they may be more important. more gymnastics to your training, however, requires some programming know-how. Unless your goal is to purposely
improve the performance of exercises while you are breathing heavily (and you can already represent a one Like muscles), you'll probably want to approach your fresh gym training. If you are very tired, you will not be able to practice the technique properly. Here are some options to schedule gymnastics in your training. 1. Add them to heating gym exercises connect perfectly to
warm-ups and it can really help you mimic the exercises you will perform later in WOD. For example, hand support push-ups or support brackets can warm your shoulders and prepare you for jerks. 2. Accessories work at the opposite end of your training, the gym also fits well after the hard work is done. Give yourself a few minutes to recover from wod, then perform ten to fifteen
minutes of accessory work on your weakest movements. 3. EXTRA WOD If you add an extra day to your training (weekend day, for example) or double one day a week, you can specifically practice exercise for thirty minutes or more and probably not compromise your training. However, be careful. Going to failure is often not ideal here if you want to recover properly, especially at
the beginning. Listen to your body and make adjustments if you're taking away your normal sessions. 4. EMOMs There are few better places you can practice gymnastic exercises than in an EMOM (every minute in minute interval style workout). EMOMs allow you to build recovery time between efforts, which is perfect for gymnastics. Our EMOM e-book already has 25 EMOM
fitness workouts written for you. Progressions of CrossFit Gymnastics Develop fitness is about proper progressions. This means that you honestly evaluate where you are with a certain movement and then choose exercises, exercises or training styles that will challenge you correctly and help you develop. At any CrossFit gym, you'll see people who do CrossFit for years who still
can't do a muscle flexor or manual support. Often, these same people can lift a lot of weight or are some of the best members of the academy. What's the point? First, there's nothing wrong with that, but the reason why they can't do gym exercises well is simple. They are not willing to take a step back and progress slowly. Unless you learn gymnastics at a young age, it is unlikely
that muscle form will come naturally to you. This can be a humiliating process. But if you want to swing from the rings like Noah Ohlsen, you have to start small – and it's all about progressions. Here are some examples. Muscle progression To make a muscle-up, you should be able to do at least one pull-up and one dive. However, since you can do of each, you are making a small
change in your development by using them as a substitute every time the muscles appear. Its progression could be something like this: pull-up, pull-up, rigorous handle, muscle practice, muscle-up. Progression of hand support flexion to make a one Bending requires a lot of strength and coordination in your shoulders and core. The kipping variation also takes time to learn. It's not
a very natural move for most people. Its progression could look something like this: full rom hand push-ups, pike flexion, hand support, 1/2 ROM hand support flexion (using ab-mats to shorten the distance), full rom hand support push-ups, rigorous hand support push-ups, L-Sit Progression L-sits hand support push-ups always develop muscle fiber in your body, but especially your
core, lower backs, hip flexors. His progression could be something like this: lift the hanging knee, hold the knee, hold the parallette with her knees bent, L-sit with 1 leg bent and 1 leg extended, l-sit full. Crossfit Gym WoDs Here are three CROSSFit Gym WODs that you can add to your schedule to help you get started. Each emphasizes one of the most advanced gymnastic
exercises found in the sport. 1. Muscle-Up Gymnastic WOD EOMOM 14 (7 sets): Maximum set of muscle-ups (sub modified muscle ups or pull-ups) 150M shuttle run Check out more EMOM gym WODs here. 2. Handstand Push-up Gymnastic WOD Complete 5 Total Sets: 3 Strict Handstand Push-ups 6 Kipping Handstand Kipping Push-ups 9 Push-ups Rest 90 seconds between
efforts. Record misses and adds a penalty as 3 burpees for foul at the end of training. 3. L-Sit Gymnastics WOD Longest 3 Minutes Of Your Life Accumulate 3 minutes of an L-sit stand (or proper progression). Rest as much as you need between sets. The clock does not stop between efforts. Punctuation is total time. Conclusion Exercise exercises offer benefits to your fitness that
no other movement in CrossFit can. You will develop complete body coordination, balance, spatial awareness, mobility, and a type of force that cannot be achieved with a bell in hand with these exercises. The key to gymnastics is simple, but not always easy in practice – proper progressions. Be honest about your current skill level and combine appropriate exercises or replay
schemes at that level so you can develop. While this article gives you a good foundation to get started, YouTube is home to hundreds of other videos that can teach you progressions. Gymnastics is a matter of letting go of your ego and progressing slowly. The sooner you do this, the fitter (and better in CrossFit) you can expect to be. With ads I AGREE Already a member? For use
with ads: We collect personal data and also transmit it to third-party providers who help us improve and fund our site. Processing of information stored on your device, such as Cookies or personal identifiers, IP addresses and your individual use behavior. to visit our website, you accept our Privacy Policy and agree to the use of cookies for the purposes described in our Cookie
Policy. Learning to become better in gymnastics is a fun challenge for many crossfitters. But there's a good reason why Level gymnasts start very young and have such a large training volume. It is a difficult sport that takes years of hard work, commitment and determination to master. Does that mean we should give up? Of course you don't! You can still make great progress and
achieve great things as a new adult for the game. To experience consistent progress, follow these guidelines:As any experienced gymnast will tell you, the deadline to progress from beginner to master takes many years. To become better at gymnastics, you need to be in it for the long term. The pyramids were built one step at a time. We all need to start at the bottom, and build
our way to the top! A consistent approach is the only approachTo become better at anything, it needs to be done consistently. It's no different with gymnastics. Revisiting a skill or strength progression once a month will not result in significant progress. Alternatively, working on it 1 to 3 times a week over a long period of time will have a much greater training effect. And this will
allow you to progress earlier and earlier with your gym. A general approach to improving fitness skill by doing a lot of random exercises is as good as thinking that walking on a treadmill will put you in great shape. Sure, it might help, but there's a better way. Setting motion goals will give you something to work with. Examples include a rigorous stop, a 30-second L sit, or a
standalone push up. And when you have a motion goal, it can be divided into progressions to get you there faster. Do not move on until you have mastered every progressionThe movement for which you are working needs to be divided into progressions and you need to master each before moving on. You may still be working for more than one move, but the same principle
applies. Consistently doing something bad won't eventually make you do better. Sometimes, especially in gymnastics, taking a few steps back to eventually move on is necessary. Elite-level gymnasts will still spend a significant part of their training working on the basics. This is not only for the gymnastic element of crossfit, but all to do with crossfit. Many individuals (by all means
not all) who get crossfit are limited in their range of motion. This affects your ability to hold positions and move through the entire range of motion that many movements require. For the everyday crossfitter, performing even basic gymnastics movements can be very difficult. So why make it even more challenging to work against tight tissues or joints with limited reach. Release that
movement. Strengthen positions through the Isometric Force. This is one of the basic building blocks in the gym. Being able to create positions with your body and keep track of that position is vital. Oco Holds, Arch Holds, Top of de de Holds, Ring Supports, L Hangs, L Sits, Inverted, Handhelds. In no way should it be your strength component regardless of your training, but for
the novice gymnast, it needs to be worked on. Follow these guidelines, enjoy the process, and celebrate progress. Coach Paul Kiely Kiely
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